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ABSTRACT

A frequent problem in heat exchange equipment is the deposition of particulates
entrained in the working fluid onto haat transfer surfaces. These deposits increase the
overall heat transfer resistance and can significantly degrade the performance of the
heat exchanger. Accurate prediction of the deposition rate is necessary to ensure that
the design and specified operating conditions of the heat exchanger adequately
address the effects of this deposit layer.

Although the deposition process has been studied in considerable detail, much of the
work has focused on investigating individual aspects of the deposition process. This
paper consolidates this previous research into a mechanistically based analytical
prediction model for particulate deposition from a boiling liquid onto vertical heat
transfer surfaces.

Consistent with the well known Kern-Seaton approach, the model postulates net
particulate accumulation to depend on the relative contributions of deposition and
reentrainment processes. Mechanisms for deposition include boiling, momentum,
and diffusion effects. Reentrainment is presumed to occur via an intermittent erosion
process, with the energy for particle removal being supplied by turbulent flow
instabilities. The contributions of these individual mechanisms are integrated to obtain
a single equation for the deposit thickness versus time. The validity of the resulting
model is demonstrated by comparison with data published in the open literature.
Model estimates show good agreement with data obtained over a range of
thermal-hydraulic conditions in both flow and pool boiling environments. The utility of
the model in performing parametric studies (e.g. to determine the effect of flow
velocity on net deposition) is also demonstrated. The initial success of the model
suggests that it could prove useful in establishing a range of heat exchanger.
operating conditions to minimize deposition.
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INTRODUCTION

Fouling of heat exchangers is a costly problem in the chemical process and power
generation industries. A primary cause of fouling is the deposition of particulates
carried with the working fluids onto the heat transfer surfaces. These deposits provide
an additional resistance to heat transfer which can degrade the performance of the
heat exchanger and lower unit efficiency.

The effect of fouling is often accounted for empirically, through the incorporation of a
factor, which serves to decrease the overall heat transfer coefficient. This method,
however, offers little insight into the underlying mechanisms governing deposit
formation. An understanding of these phenomena is required if fouling trends are to
be accurately predicted.

Although particulate deposition has been studied in considerable detail by a number
of researchers, much of the work has concentrated on investigating individualaspects
of the deposition process. Beal and Chen, in Reference (1), reviewed a number of
these studies and proposed a detailed computer model for sludge accumulation in
nuclear steam generators. Although their model is specific to steam generators, Beal
and Chen identified many of the mechanisms which should be considered by any
deposition model which is to be applied to a boiling environment.

The deposition model for vertical surfaces developed herein considers many of the
same mechanisms as the Beal and Chen model. However, a different solution
approach is pursued. The Beal and Chen model requires simultaneous numerical
solution of a set of describing equations for each of several interconnected control
volumes to calculate deposit mass or thickness as a function of time. For the model
proposed herein, a number of simplifying assumptions are made so that a closed
form analytical solution for sludge deposition versus time can be obtained. This
approach results in a single equation that can be applied with relative ease to estimate
deposit mass or thickness on a vertical surface. The validity of the resulting model is
demonstrated by comparison with data published in the open literature.

MODEL FORMULATION

Like the Beal and Chen model (Reference (1)), the model formulated herein is based
on the Kern-Seaton Model (References (2) and (3)) which asserts that the rate of
deposit formation is determined by the interaction of deposition (growth) and
reentrainment (removal) processes:

dmd
- mg_rhr (1)dt

The mass terms (rn) in this equation are expressed per unit area. The dotted mass
terms represent the growth (subscript g) and removal (subscript r) rates of the
deposit. The terms in this and subsequent equations are defined in Table 1.
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Although equation (1) provides the skeleton for the model, accurate representation of
the deposition and reentrainment processes is required to obtain meaningful

' predictions. Three basic processes are considered to govern deposit accumulation
on a vertical surface in a boiling environment containing suspended particulates
(Reference (1)):

(1) Boiling enhanced deposition
(2) Deposition due to diffusion and momentum effects
(3) Shear induced deposit removal

Reference (1) also considers the mechanism of gravitational settling, which is
responsible for the formation of clumps of material that are sometimes observed on
horizontal surfaces. Since consideration is limited to vertical surfaces in this
document, this often dominant mechanism can be neglected.

Equation (1) can be recast in terms of these three mechanisms to produce the
following first order ordinary differential equation for the net deposition on a vertical
surface: i

dmd
- prCp[Kbo_l+ Kturb] - Emd (2)dt

In this equation, m_ is the deposit mass per unit surface area, pf is the liquid density,
Cp is the particulate concentration, the K terms are deposition velocities for the two
mechanisms, and E is the reentrainment coefficient.

For simple geometries, md = pdt_,where Pdand td are the density and thickness of the
deposited layer, respectively. If the particulate concentration is presumed to be
constant, equation (2) can be solved analytically to yield the following solution for the
thickness of the deposit as a function of time:

: (1-e< (3)E

Before equation (3) can be applied to predict deposition, the deposition and
reentrainment coefficients must be determined. Several studies have been published
which can help with this task.
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BOILING ENHAr_CEDDEPOSITION

Boiling is widely acknowledged to enhance deposition. A plausibleexplanation for
this observation is that, since particulatesare assumed to be insoluble and
nonvolatile, they are forced to deposit themselves onto nearby surfaces as liquid near
the heat transfer surface is converted to steam. The deposition velocity, Koo_,for a
saturated fluid under such a scenario is directly proportional to the heat flux divided by
the latent heat of vaporization, hfg. Beal and Chen in Reference (1) drew upon
experiments performed by Asakura et al. (Reference (5)) and proposed the following
relationship:

(4)
= Cp

Some researchers report a higher order dependence of deposition with heat flux.
However, Asakura, et al. (References (4) and (5)), found that the above relationship
produces good agreement with experimental data for particulate deposition over a
wide range of conditions. The parameter, E, is a pressure dependent proportionality
constant found in References (4) and (5) to be required to express the relationship
between the left and right sides of equation (4) as an equality. This parameter,
labeled the boiling effectiveness, represents the fraction of the particulates carried with
the boiling mixture that are actually deposited at the inst_nt a volume of transporting
fluid is evaporated. The remainder are considered to remain entrained in the liquid
phase of the mixture.

Reference (4) proposed an analytical relationship for the boiling effectiveness (e)
based on a theoretical treatment of bubble formation and growth. The resulting
formulation produced good agreement with experimental data for the deposition rate
in a boiling environment obtained by a number of researchers. The validity of the
relationship was reaffirmed in Reference(5), which evaluated the effect of pressure on
boiling enhanced deposition. These two studies concluded, that for a wide range of
conditions, the variation of _ with pressure is approximately linear. This finding was
used directly in deriving the model described herein. A linear relationship is assumed
between the boiling effectiveness and the pressure, consistent with the work published
in References (4) and (5).

TURBULENT DEPOSITION

Deposition due to turbulence is often neglected in published deposition models.
However, numerous studies indicate that the random motion of the fluid promotes
particulate deposition. Many of the models that do address the contribution of this
term often limit consideration to Brownian diffusion mechanisms. However, as noted
by Davies in References (6) and (7), diffusion alone cannot account for the deposits
observed in nonboiling systems where velocities are high and/or particles are large.
Davies and others (e.g. Reference (8)) theorize that particle momentum plays a larger
role with respect to deposition in some regtmes than the diffusion models indicate.
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They have noted higher order dependencies (up to a power of 5) of deposition on
fluid velocity and particle size and have modeled behavior due to this particular
phenomenon.

The theory behind turbulent deposition is that particulates are carried with the
turbulent fluid to the edge of the momentum boundary layer on the heat transfer
surface. Particles are transported through the quiescent boundary layer by diffusion
an__d_particle momentum which is imparted by the "propelling" fluid. The contributions
of both mechanisms to deposition are considered by the analytical model, as
discussed below.

TURBULENT DEPOSITION DUE TO DIFFUSION

For small particles (-.-1 I_m or less) and/or low velocities (---0.3m/s or less), diffusion
effects dominate. Deposition in the diffusion regime has been found to correlate well
with the Schmidt number (Sc):

K+ b (5)turb,dff= a Sc

K+turb,_fis the dimensionless deposition coefficient defined as the dimensional
deposition velocity divided by the friction velocity (a pseudo-velocity, weighted to
reflect frictional effects and described later in the report).

The constants, a and b, must be determined empirically, as are most such constants
in heat and mass transfer correlations. Suggested values for a range from -0.06 to
--0.08, depending on the source consulted (References(6), (7), and (8)). Likewise,
proposed values for the exponent b range from -0.75 to -0.50. Reference (6) reported
the value of b to be dependent on the roughness of the tubes, proposing that a value
of -0.5 be used for smooth tubes and a value of-0.67 be used for rough tubes. Beal
and Chen (Reference (1)) decided to use the values recommended by Cleaver and
Yates in Reference (8). Those constants are also adopted for the model discussed
herein, producing the following relationship for the dimensionless turbulent deposition
coefficient due to diffusional effects:

K*turb.d_ = 0.06 SC-°'6z (6)

To apply equation (6), the Schmidt number, which relates the momentum diffusivity "co
the particle diffusivity, must be calculated:

SC- v _ 3_p,2dp (7)
Dp p,kbm,b,
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In equation (7) the diffusion coefficient for the particulates has been determined by
applying the Stokes.Einstein equation (Reference (9)), assuming that the particulates
are perfect spheres.

TURBULENT DEPOSITION DUE TO PARTICLE MOMENTUM

As particles become large, transport governed by equation (7) becomes quite slow.
However, significant deposition, far in excess of that predicted by equation (7), still
occurs.

A number of researchers have studied this phenomenon. Davies, in References (6)
and (7), summarized the work done by other researchers and proposed a relatively
simple model to address this mechanism of deposition.

Davies postulated that transport through the boundary layer was accelerated due to
the added momentum imparted to the particles by the turbulent fluid. The rate of
deposition, he surmised, was due to inertial impaction of the particulates on
roughness elements on the solid surface. Davies, like others (e.g. Reference (8)),
utilized Stoke's law to calculate a "stopping distance" and a dimensionless stopping
time for the particle. As the characteristic velocity, Davies used the friction velocity,
the magnitude of which reflects both the roughness of the surface and the velocity
(and thus the degree of turbulence) of the free stream. The friction velocity, uf, is a
pseudo-velocity, adjusted to account for frictional effects. It is derived from
consideration of the wall shear stress:

f
,_ = _ p fU2

(8)

= U

where ._is the wall shear stress and f is the fanning friction factor. The friction
velocity, thus defined, provides a meaningful quantity to describe fluid motion when
frictional effects are important (as in turbulent deposition and reentrainment).

The particle relaxation time (tp+),using the friction velocity as the characteristic velocity
term, is given by:

18p 2
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The particle relaxation time given by equation (9) is also known as the Stokes number
(NsT)for inertial impaction.

Davies formulated an expression for the overall deposition coefficient
(nondlmensionalized by the friction velocity in this case) by solving a resistance
network for transport perpendicular and parallel to the surface onto which deposition
is occurring:

K +wrb,m =

1+ (K+tu_'m)---------_x] (10)(K'tu,_,,.)yJ

The parameter (K+turb,m)xreflects the efficiency of the transport of particulates in the
direction parallel to the surface. High values indicate a higher likelihood that
particulates will collide with roughness elements (assumed to be spherical) protruding

from the deposited la,/er. The parameter (K+turbm)y reflects transport in the direction
perpendicular to the sL,rface,i.e. the ease with _hlch particles traverse through the
boundary layer.

Davies reported that tor
aqueous systems +
transport in the y-direction Logr.turb.rn
provided the dominar:t o
resistance for a wide
range of conditions, such
that K+turb.rncan be

approximated by • ,, .i1 •o e _,,D ira, I=, _ II ,m ,m, _ =,m ,urn i,

(K+turbm)y.Unfortunately, ,;.- • ..
(K+turb'm,)yis not well -1 '* • •
defined, particularly at ,' • °
intermediate values of tp..
Reference (7) summarized "',,
results from studies of • ;
magnetite particles 0' •
depositing from aqueous
solutions onto nickel -2 | i ' 4

tubes which found this L.o0t p
resistance [1/ (K.,urbrn)y]to
be approximately 8.0 for Figure 1 - Dimensionless deposition coefficient due to inertial

values of tp+ above about impaction versus dimensionless time (Reference (7))
20. However, the value

for [1/(K+turb.m)y]increased significantly below this threshold value of the particle
relaxation time, producing the behavior for the overall deposition coefficient (K.turb.r,)
shown in Figure 1. This trend is typical of the results reported for many turbulent
deposition studies, but the value of tp* at which the plateau occurs and the value of
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K+turb.m,corresponding to this point, vary significantly depending upon the system
considered. Some experiments involving aerosols, for instance, show a lower
resistance in the "y" direction {1/(K.,urb,m)y= 3} and thus higher deposition.

Rather than try to quantify the elusive quantities which determine the magnitude of the
inertial impaction term, Beal and Chen (Reference (1)) chose to include the effect by
means of a piecewise continuous curve fit:

K+_rb,m = b(tp+)2 [tp+< ?]
(11)

= b(y)2 [tp'> y]

This relationship approximates the behavior shown in Figure 1. Beal and Chen,
however, established y by "fitting" data derived predominantly from experiments with
aerosols, which, as already noted, can produce different deposition rates due to this
mechanism than aqueous solutions.

The model developed here combines the approach used by Beal and Chen with the
insights on aqueous systems provided by Davies to calculate turbulent deposition due
to particle momentum effects. As noted, Davies reported that the "plateau" value of
the deposition coefficient for data obtained from aqueous systems is approximately
0.125 (compared to 0.2 used by Beal) and is achieved when tp. reaches -20. Using
a linear approximation for the relationship between the deposition coefficient and (tp+)2
for tp+ < 20, a value of 0.0003 is obtained for b in equation (11) (Bealand Chen
established this value at 0.0006). As will be demonstrated, this set of constants
produces good agreement with the experimental data published by Asakura, et al. in
References (4) and (5). However, additional study of this mechanism would be useful
to establish more precisely model constants.

The total contribution of turbulent deposition to layer formation is the sum of the
diffusional (equation (6)) and inertial impaction (equation (11)) components, multiplied
by the friction velocity (equation (8)).

REENTRAINMENT PROCESSES

Reentrainment of previously deposited material is widely acknowledged to play a
significant role in the rate of deposit build-up. Most researchers believe that deposit
removal is due in some way to the shear stress exerted by the passing flow on the
deposit layer and have simply correlated the removal term (E) in equation (2) to be
proportional to the shear stress, attributing the removal to the "scrubbing action" of
the passing fluid.

For their model, however, Beal and Chen drew upon an elaborate theory developed
by Cleaver and Yates that postulates particle removal to be attributable to violent
turbulent bursts which erupt at the fluid/surface interface due to random fluctuations in
the fluid motion. This approach was also adopted for the deposition model described
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herein. The theory, described in considerable detail in Reference (10), reduces nicely
to a single equation for the removal rate constant E (sl):

where -cis the wall shear stress and I_the dynamic viscosity. The.parameter a Is the
so called turbulent burst coefficient which represents the fraction of particles within the
turbulent burst area that are removed by a single burst. The constants, 75 and 270,
are experimentally determined values for the dimensionless area affected by a
turbulent burst and the dimensionless time interval between bursts.

These dimensionless constants can be difficult to determine precisely. In particular,
the turbulent burst coefficient appears to be primarily a scaling constant possessing
some physical meaning. However, proper adjustment of this parameier does produce
good agreement with experimental data for a number of different systems
(Reference (1)). Unfortunately, the value which best describes each system depends
on a myriad of parameters such as the material deposited, the material onto which it
is adhering, and the fluid removing the particles. Values for a ranging from 0.01 to
0.0000001, have been reported in the open literature.

The approach used I',ereinis to treat this parameter as a scaling parameter to fit the
data from a given test. The values it can assume, however, must be consistent with
those found to typify other similar systems. Reference (1) summarized data from a
number of experiments performed under a variety of conditions. As will be shown, the
values found to typify the data to which the model is applied herein are consistent with
published results.

ADDITIONAL TWO PHASE EFFECTS

Some discussionof the applicabilityof the proposed model to a boilingSystemis in
order. The model does, after all, representa compositeof studieswhich considered
mainly singlephase flow situations. Only the model for boilingenhanceddeposition
was derivedexplicitlyfrom considerationof two phase flow systems.

For systems in which the vapor Tractionis relativelyconstant (intime and space),this
is not considered a serious limitation. The two phase flow effect shouldbe uniform
throughout and would likely be reflected in the value of the turbulentburstcoefficient
determined from a representativeset of experiments. However,if the vapor fraction
shows significantspacialvariation,the depositprofilem:_yde_'tatefromthat predicted
by the model.

Tne fundamental modeling assumption is that essentiallyall of the particulatesare
carriedwith the liquid, meaningthat depositionmustoccur from the liquidphase.
Likewise,reentrainmentis modeled as occurringpredominantlythroughthe shearing
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action of the liquid phase (Reference (1)). Therefore, at any instant of time, particle
exchange can only occur in the part of the control volume occupied by liquid. This
suggests that some account of the spacial variation in liquid fraction should be made
for systems in which large gradients exist.

A reasonable approach may be to adjust the turbulent deposition and reentrainment
terms in equation (2) by a (l-a,,) factor. This factor represents the volumetric liquid
fraction of the mixture and can be viewed as reflecting the fraction of the total surface
area over which deposition or reentrainment can occur. The boiling deposition term
should not be weighted by this factor. By definition, these experiments were two
phase flow experiments. Therefore, empirical constants established based on the
data obtained already reflect two phase effects. Since these data are used directly, no
adjustment to this term is considered to be warranted.

With this adjustment, equation (3) can be revised to better reflect two phase effects:

rn,: rt,j : (13)S(1

The mass fraction of particulates carried with the liquid is also affected by the vapor
fraction, although on a mass rather than volume basis. This effect is often negligible,
since the variation in steam quality (Xv)is much lower than the variation in void
fraction (¢,,)for most systems. However, for systems in which significant steam is
generated, the particulate concentratio_ in the liquid will vary in inverse proportion to
the liquid mass fraction (l-Xv) and should be adjusted accordingly:

_ (14)
C,, 1-Xv

The applications of the model discussed below do not include the adjustments
proposed in Equations (13) and (14) because the systems considered are such that
spacial variations in vapor fraction can be neglected. However, the results from a
number of deposition tests conducted in various environments but not considered
here have indicated that some additional adjustment is required to accurately
reproduce experimental deposit profiles in test sections where the vapor fraction
exhibits significant spacial variation. The effects may, in fact, be flow regime (e.g.
annular, bubbly, etc.) dependent. Additional study is required to determine more
precisely the dependence of deposition and reentrainment rates on vapor fraction.

MODEL APPLICATION TO STUDIES PUBLISHED IN THE OPEN LITERATURE

To demonstrate the viability of this analytical deposition model, it was applied to
reproduce the behavior observed in the previously referenced studies performed by
Asakura et al. (Reference (4) and (5)). In those studies, hematite (Fe_,O3)particles of
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known size were introduced into boiling water at various pressures and deposited
onto a vertical tube. Although the primary purpose of the experiment was to s{udy the
effect of boiling on deposition, the natural convection flow rate was varied by
surrounding the tube with a glass tube of larger diameter, forming an annulus of
known dimensions. In Reference (4), increasing fluid velocity was assumed to reduce
the deposition rate by limiting the average bubble size departing from the heat transfer
surface. However, the data can also be used to assess the velocity dependencies
proposed in the model discussed above•

This experiment provides a good first test of the model for a number' of reasons. The
study included well controlled tests of many important effects (heat flux, velocity,
particulate concentration), while allowing others to be neglected. Tile tubes were
shod, so effects such as particle growth and variation in the mixture void fraction as a
function of distance along the tube should be negligible. No soluble species were
intentionally introduced into the system, so deposition by precipitation can also be
neglected. Although provision exists in the model to include these effects, they
significantly increase the complexity of the problem, and in some cases preclude
obtaining a closed form analytical solution to the governing differential equation
(equation (2)).

With the above simplifications, equation (3) can be used directly to determine the
mass (per unit area) of the deposit as a function of time:

= pC,,(Kbo+ K,.# (1-e (15)E

This equation assumes that the fluid velocity is non-zero. While this is almost certainly
the case for boiling along a heated vertical surface, the Reference (4) and (5) studies
identify many runs as being performed at "zero" velocity. Equation (15) is undefined
at such conditions. For the case of a quiescent fluid, the removal term in equation (2)
must be set to zero and the equation resolved to obtain:

rna-- t (16)

Equations (15) and (16) can now be used to estimate the deposition for the tests
performed by Asakura et al0. The Reference (4) and (5) studies encompassed a heat
flux range of 0 to 35 Watts/cm 2,a range of fluid velocities from 0 to 2.6 m/s, and
system pressures between 1 and 10 atmospheres. The particulate concentration for
the tests analyzed ranged between 0.5 and 2.5 ppm. The average particle size of the
Fe203 introduced was controlled at -3.5 l_min the Reference (4) study and 0.1 I_m in
the Reference (5) follow-up evaluation. Test runs were either 0.5 or 2.0 hours in
duration. Other required parameters (e.g. fluid properties and hematite particle
density) were obtained from applicable handbooks•
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The performance of the model
against the measurements ,2o . .-';"
reported in References (4) and ._,oo ..-
(5) is shown in Figure 2. To _ ..-'"
accurately reproduce the data, o_,.0 ..-"""
adjustment of the turbulent ., .-"

6,0 eI_._burst coefficient (a) was --"

required. As discussed earlier, _,.0 • ._," .
this parameter represents the _ • .-'"
fraction of hematite particles _20 • •,.-,,*"• • R,=o.90
removed by each "turbulent .-"; "
burst" and must be defined °% ' 2'.0 ,o' ,'0 B'0 ' ,o0' ' ,20

Predicted Deposit Moss, I0_6 Ibrn/ft_2 ',

through experiments or by
comparison with a similar Figure 2 - Comparison of model estimates to experimental

system, results published in References (4) and (5)

A value of 0.002 was used to produce the fit in Figure 2. This is typical of values
found by Beal and Chen (Reference (1)) to be representative of a number of aqueous
systems (e.g. those analyzed by Cleaver and Yates in Reference (10)). This method
produced good agreement with the experimental data over the entire test spectrum.
The coefficient of determination (R2)for the correlation between model estimates and
measurements is approximately 0.90, indicating that 90% of the total variation in the
data is explained by the model.

DISCUSSION OF PARAMETRIC EFFECTS

Although it accurately describes the data obtained in the studies published in
Reference (4) and (5), the analytical model does not necessarily predict the same
dependencies with respect to thermal-hydraulic variables. References (4) and (5), for
instance, postulate a general decreasing trend of net deposition with increasing fluid
velocity. The analytical model proposed herein, however, predicts varied behavior
depending upon the ranges considered for a number of variables.

Figure 3 shows the predicted variation of deposit mass as a function of fluid velocity
and heat flux at atmospheric pressure and for a particle size of 3.5 I_m (Reference (4)
conditions). A reference time of 20 hours was used for the calculation.1 This figure
shows a minimum for net deposition with respect to fluid velocity. This is due to the
competing effects of turbulent deposition and deposit layer erosion, both of which
depend strongly on fluid velocity. The location of the minimum depends on a number
of parameters including the particle size and the system pressure/temperature (by
virtue of an effect on the liquid viscosity). Figure 4 shows the relationship between

1Ordinarily, the predicted steady state deposit thickness would be used as a basis for comparison.
However, for cases with negligible fluid motion, no asymptote is predicted for net deposition (equation
(16)). Although the process may eventually become self limiting (through spalling or cessation of boiling
because of heat transfer degradation), no mechanism for this phenomenon is included in the model.
Therefore a reference time must be included to obtain a meaningful comparison.
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Figure 3 - Deposit Mass per area versus liquid velocity and heat flux

Rgure 4 - Deposit Mass per area versus liquidvelocity and particle diameter
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deposition, particle size and velocity for a constant heat flux (assumed to be
9.5 Watts/cm 2 in this case).

This behavior suggests that for many heat exchanger applications, design parameters
such as velocity can be optimized within a certain range to minimize deposition. °
Figure 4 shows the value of filtering out large particles. In performing such an
evaluation, care must be taken to establish all important parameters (e.g. system
pressure and particle size) in the ranges expected to be encountered in service.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes an analytical model to calculate particulate deposition onto
vertical surfaces from a boiling liquid. The model estimates show good agreement
with studies published in the open literature. A notable virtue of the model is its
simplicity. It consolidates the work done by many researchers into a single equation
which, given values for key thermal-hydraulic parameters, can be applied relatively
easily to predict deposit thickness versus time. These calculations can then serve as
a basis to estimate tube fouling and to identify regions in a heat exchanger where
thick deposits may allow aggressive chemicals to concentrate.

The model also shows promise as a tool to optimize heat exchanger deposition
performance. The model is compatible with available finite difference codes used to
calculate thermal-hydraulic performance of heat exchangers and could be
incorporated directly or as a post-processor to these codes to quickly assess
deposition as well as thermal-hydraulic performance.

It should be emphasized, however, that additional verification of model postulates is
required before it can be applied confidently to predict long term deposition
performance. For instance, additional study of two phase flow effects on deposition
and reentrainment is needed to confirm the model's applicability to systems in which
large gradients in vapor fraction exist.
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Table I
NOMENCLATURE

md Mass of the deposit, g/cm 2
mQ Mass rate of growth of deposit, g/s-cm 2
rnr Mass rate of deposit removal, g/s.cm 2
t Time, s
E Deposit removal rate, 1/s
R2 Correlation coefficient of determination, dimensionless

Cp Mass fraction of particulates in solution, g particles/g H20
Cp.in_et Mass fraction of particulates at inlet of test section, g particles/g H20
Kbo, Boiling deposition velocity, cm/s
K_urb Turbulent deposition velocity, cm/s

Boiling deposition effectiveness, dimensionless
htg Latent heat of vaporization, erg/g
Tabs Absolute temperature, K
K+lurb,dlf Deposition coefficient for turbulent diffusion, dimensionless
D Diffusivity of particulate through solution, cm2/s
K_turb,m Deposition coefficient for inertial impaction, dimensionless
(K+lurb0m)x Inertial Impaction component parallel to surface, dimensionless
(K+turb.rn)y Inertial Impaction component normal to surface, dimensionless
tp+ Particle relaxation time (Stokes number), dimensionless
t,_ Thickness of the deposited layer, cm
dp Particle diameter, cm
uf Friction velocity, cm/s
f Fanning fraction factor (fmoody/4),dimensionless
u Free stream fluid velocity, cm/s
a Generic empirical constant, dimensionless
b Generic empirical constant, dimensionless
Sc Schmidt number

Xv Steam quality (mass fraction), dimensionless
kb Boltzmann Constant, erg/K
p_ Density of deposit layer, g/cm 3
pf Density of saturated liquid, g/cm 3
pp Density of individual particles, g/cm 3

Boiling heat flux, W/cm 2 [1 X 107erg/cm2-s]
Turbulent burst coefficient, dimensionless

_,, Mixture void fraction (Volumetric fraction), dimensionless
I_ Liquid dynamic viscosity, g/cm-s
1: Shear stress exerted by fluid on deposit, dyne/cm 2
v Kinematic viscosity, cm2/s
_/ Empirical constant, dimensionless
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